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EBG Enhanced Feeds for the Improvement of the
Aperture Efficiency of Reflector Antennas

Andrea Neto, Member, IEEE, Nuria Llombart, Member, IEEE, Giampiero Gerini, Member, IEEE,
Magnus D. Bonnedal, Member, IEEE, and Peter de Maagt, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—We describe the use of electromagnetic bandgap
(EBG) super-layers to improve the shape of reflectors illumination
function. Following an investigation of the leaky wave pole singu-
larities of the EBG Green’s function, the shape of the radiation
patterns of small apertures in ground planes are optimized. The
maximization of the reflector aperture efficiency can be obtained
by properly tuning the super layers geometrical parameters. A
prototype of such feed has been designed, manufactured and
tested. The results indicate that the inclusion of the EBG, in-
creases the aperture efficiency of the feed+reflector system to
values higher than 80%, over a 10% bandwidth. These low profile
feeds are compatible with printed circuit board and/or integrated
technology.

Index Terms—Aperture efficiency, electromagnetic bandgap
(EBG) materials, leaky waves, reflector antenna feeds.

I. INTRODUCTION

R
EFLECTOR antenna systems have been thoroughly in-

vestigated for decades and represent a mature technology

[1]. Major improvements in their performance cannot be real-

istically expected. Typically the feeds of the reflectors are re-

alized with high performance corrugated horns [2] that can be

optimized for high efficiency, high gain, low cross polarization,

high or low focal to diameter ( ) ratio, etc.

Especially at low frequencies, typical feed horns can be

lengthy and bulky. At the opposite end of the spectrum, at

millimeter or sub-millimeter wave frequencies, the horns can

be difficult to manufacture. These aspects constitute a signif-

icant drive to find alternative technologies, that can be used

to obtain equally performing feeds. In particular it is useful

to explore the possibility of using integrated technology to

upgrade the performances of a moderately sized (in terms of

the wavelength) waveguide horn, so that the resulting feed can

be used to efficiently illuminate a reflector antenna.

Recent investigations seem to indicate that electromagnetic

bandgap (EBG) super-layers could be used to obtain this goal.

In [3]–[5], it was indicated that EBG super-strates could be

adopted to increase the directivity of an aperture that is small
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in terms of the wavelength. In [6], the bandwidth (BW)-gain

tradeoff for these same structures was discussed. However the

directivity alone is not sufficient to qualify a feed pattern as good

to feed a reflector antenna, especially for medium or small

ratios. The two dominant feed-dependent factors that contribute

to the aperture efficiency [7] are spill over ( ) and taper effi-

ciency ( ). It is well known that reducing the spill over with

a highly directive feed, that creates a low edge taper, will result

in a poor taper efficiency. Accordingly a compromise between

the two must emerge. In this paper, the use of EBG dielectric

super-layers is proposed to improve the small aperture pattern

by shaping it rather than by increasing the directivity only.

In this scope, the Green’s function of the EBG superstruc-

ture is investigated in detail. From its spectral representation,

the most significant leaky pole contributions are extracted and

their role in defining the shape of the far field pattern of an under-

lying feed is described. Inverting this procedure, starting from

a required radiation pattern, one can identify the pertinent geo-

metrical parameters that lead to the desired leaky wave poles. An

angular filtering effect that maximizes the reflector efficiency

can be obtained. In this paper the canonical case of a center fed

reflector is considered. However the shaping of the pattern via

leaky waves is of general applicability and no specific applica-

tion is targeted. An unrealistic but theoretically optimum pattern

would be characterized by , [7]. Such pattern will be

pursued to the best that the proposed EBG technology allows.

The term aperture efficiency will be used to indicate the

product of the spill over efficiency , the taper efficiency

, the phase efficiency and the polarization efficiency

: . For the definitions in this paper

we refer to [7]. These parameters are mostly associated to the

relation between the feed pattern and the Focal distance to

Diameter ratio of the reflector.

Since center-fed reflectors will be considered, another factor

to be accounted for is the blockage efficiency . The latter

largely depends on the actual ratio of the areas of the reflectors

and the feed weighted by the feed pattern. When the blockage

is included the efficiency figures refer to . The

feed supports could also have an effect in center-fed reflectors,

however they are not accounted for in this paper.

II. POLAR REPRESENTATION OF THE RADIATED FIELD

The geometry of the feed under investigation is described in

Fig. 1. It consists of a square metallic waveguide opening in a in-

finitely extended ground plane covered by a period arrangement

of infinite dielectric layers. Note that the effects of the finiteness

of the ground plane and of the dielectric slabs will be accounted

0018-926X/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Square metallic waveguide of dimension w in a infinitely extended
ground plane covered by a period arrangement of infinite dielectric layers. The
dielectric layers have a thickness h and dielectric constant � , while period be-
tween them is p . The distance between the ground plane and the first dielec-
tric layer is h .

for in the final analysis stage rather than in the following prelim-

inary design phase. The reference system has its axis normal

to the ground plane and to the dielectric stratifications, the geo-

metrical parameters are specified in the inset and the magnetic

currents, , are representative of the electric field distribu-

tion associated with the waveguide. For simplicity, in this paper

we will consider only the two orthogonal modes. This ap-

proximation will appear to be valid taking into account the long

tapering of the feeding waveguide eventually implemented.

A. Spectral Green’s Function

The electric or magnetic fields radiated by an elementary

magnetic current in the presence of the multilayered dielectric

structure and of the ground plane are most compactly expressed

as inverse Fourier transforms of the spectral Green’s functions.

In this section we will consider the electric field radiated at

in the region of space above the EBG di-

electric stratifications. Accordingly the component of the ob-

served electric field radiated by the component of the source

magnetic current can be expressed as follows:

(1)

where and are the spectral variables.

is the spectral Green’s function (GF).

are the and potential functions, that are

obtained as voltage solutions of the pertinent transmission

lines with series unitary voltage generators. Note that the two

potentials are functions of only. is the Fourier

Transform (FT) of and . The analytic

expressions of these spectral functions can be found in the

appendix for the sake of completeness.

It is well known that when the observation point is at large

distance from the dielectric stratifications, a simple uniform

asymptotic evaluation of the field can be performed, see [8,

Appendix B-1], and this leads to

(2)

The shape of the field is directly proportional to the product of

the two spectral functions and evaluated for the real

values of , and . This evaluation, based only

on the branch point contribution, is valid due to the fact that

the potential functions of planar stratified structures are analytic

in the surrounding of the origin ( ) except for a few

isolated polar singularities, that cannot become infinite when

evaluated for real values of . These singularities represent the

leaky wave poles.

B. Polar Approximation of the GF

The analysis of the leaky wave pole solutions associated to

the GF of dielectric stratified geometries has been the object of

several in depth studies such as [9] and there cited references.

More specifically, the detailed study in [10] introduced the gen-

eral concept that the broadside directivity of antennas can be

enhanced by placing a series of quarter dielectric wavelength

slabs at a distance of a quarter free space wavelength from each

other. This concept was then used by others, [3]–[5] to obtain

EBG based highly directive antennas. The propagation constant

of each leaky wave pole is defined by the zeros of the denom-

inators of the potential functions , . It is useful to ex-

press a leaky wave pole as . Even if

the structures studied in the cited references were composed by

multiple dielectric layers, in all cases only one leaky wave pole

was actually used to enhance the broadside radiation ( ).

In the present work, the aim is to provide guidelines on how to

achieve a predefined pattern which may require more than one

pole to be excited and most likely these poles will need to point

at directions .

Since the voltages can be expressed as

, the residues at the poles locations,

can be calculated as

where the prime denotes derivation with respect to .

The explicit form of this derivative will depend on the

specific stratification. However in all cases the denominator

includes the functions and .

Thus the derivatives are explicitly proportional to

. As a consequence the magnitudes

of the residues are higher for smaller pointing angles when

, the attenuation constant, is very small. The potentials can

be directly approximated in the surrounding of the th pole,

namely , using the residue theory as follows:

(3)
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The functions

are analytic in the entire domain

( ). This implies that can be well ap-

proximated by a power series expansions around .

Retaining only the first term of such series, , a

convenient expansion for the original potentials is found to be

(4)

The convenience of this representation, even considering that

the starting point were analytically known potentials, is that the

contribution of each term to the far field pattern can be isolated

as associated to a specific design parameter. In fact a pole is

dominant in a certain angular domain of the pattern, around

when it has a small imaginary part. When poles are domi-

nant, the radiation pattern can be synthesized as superposition

of the pertinent residues using (2) where the potentials are ap-

proximated as in (4). The present approximation extends the va-

lidity of the one found in [11] [(2) and (3)], to include also the

cases where the excitation of the leaky waves is less dominant.

In these cases the contribution associated to space waves radi-

ated directly from the source is also significant and accounted

for by the term .

C. EBG Design

As explained in [12] the highest directivity at broadside, asso-

ciated to potential functions presenting a single leaky wave pole

for , is obtained when the distance between subsequent

dielectric slabs, is in the order of and .

When the parameter is increased to a leaky wave

pole is still found for each polarization ( or ) but its real

part is such that the main direction of radiation is shifted away

from broadside.

The number of leaky wave poles changes when the parameter

grows to . A second leaky wave pole (for

each polarization) becomes relevant (i.e., its imaginary part

becomes small). In Fig. 2 the propagation constants of the

leaky wave pole solutions of the dispersion equation of an EBG

structure composed of two layers with are shown.

Fig. 2(a) shows the radiation angles associated to these poles,

while Fig. 2(b) shows the corresponding attenuation constants.

For polarization two leaky wave poles are found pointing

to different directions, ( ) and ( ) at the central

frequency. Two poles pointing in similar directions are found

also for polarization. Note that the dominant among these

two poles in each polarization is the because its

attenuation constant is significantly closer to zero. However,

the case polarization introduces also a third pole that peaks

at larger observation angles (around 60 in the example).

The convenience of the two poles configuration is that it con-

sents to shape the radiation patterns from these EBG super-lay-

ered kind of structures. Both and planes patterns associated

to the structure of Fig. 2, excited by a square waveguide with di-

mension at the center of the investigated bandwidth,

are shown in Fig. 3. The graphs compare the results achieved

retaining the complete GF asymptotic evaluation, (2), and its

Fig. 2. Solutions of the dispersion equation for an EBG composed of two layers
with � = 2:2, h = 14:1 mm, p = 14:1 mm, h = 4:75 mm, f =

10:64 GHz (a) shows the radiation angles � (b) shows the attenuation con-
stants � .

approximation. It is apparent that the approximation in (4) is

accurate even for a relatively large observation angle .

The broadside region is dominated by the space wave and

by the poles while the angle of strongest radiation

is defined by the poles (dominant ones). The

mode that contributes in the -plane for large observation angles

is non desired in the designs that will follow. Precautions will

have to be taken in order not to excite it. Even though this pole is

present in all dielectric super-layer configurations it is typically

neglected by other authors.

III. INPUT ADMITTANCE

The input admittance of the waveguide in Fig. 1 can be rigor-

ously expressed in the spectral domain. Resorting to a cartesian

spectral representation similar to that of (1), and understanding

that in this context stands for , the input admittance is

(5)
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Fig. 3. E and H radiation patterns from the same structure of Fig. 2, excited
by a square waveguide with dimension l = 0:7� (a) E-plane, (b) H-plane.

Substituting with the Green’s function of free space

(grounded), one could obtain the standard aperture admittance,

.

In order to quantify the impact of the EBG super-layers with

respect to the free space case and to provide physical insight to

the wave mechanism, Fig. 4 presents and as a function

of the frequency. The curves were calculated using the full wave

analysis tool described in [13]. The difference between the free

space and the EBG curves is an oscillation with more than one

periodicity, each one defined by the distance between the aper-

ture and the dielectric interfaces.

The amplitude of the oscillations is proportional to the ampli-

tude of the intensity of the excitation of the leaky waves. This

amplitude is quantified by the value of the pertinent residue at

the dominant pole: . Corre-

spondingly, the input admittance is varying function of the fre-

quency, with stronger oscillations for broadside pointing con-

figurations. This property is common to all designs that use

Fabry–Perot like structures. The enhancement of broadside di-

rectivity is achieved at the expense of working bandwidth. The

Fig. 4. Admittance of a square waveguide with dimension l = 1:08� in the
presence of the EBG super-structure of Fig. 3 and in free space.

Fig. 5. Ray picture associated to two configurations corresponding to a leaky
wave radiating toward a direction clearly different or close to broadside (� �

0).

bandwidth behavior can be intuitively understood by observing

that when the leaky wave radiates toward broadside more reflec-

tions from the dielectric slabs will be directly coupled into the

waveguides, than when the leaky wave is pointing toward larger

angles, see Fig. 5.

This work exploits the possibility to shape the feed radiation

pattern using leaky waves associated with large pointing angles.

In fact in the present configuration the input impedance remains

comparable over bandwidths in the order of 10%. This is due to

the fact that the dominant poles point toward large angles over

the entire band (see Fig. 2).

IV. FEED DESIGN FOR HIGH EFFICIENCY REFLECTOR

In Section II-C we have presented a design that could consti-

tute the preliminary dimensioning of an EBG superstructure to

be used to enhance the properties of a center-fed reflector. In fact

the patterns in Fig. 3 present a slowly growing amplitude until

35 and a steep roll offs after that angle. To get a first estima-

tion of the quality of this feed its radiation patterns have been

used to feed a circularly symmetric reflector. The efficiencies

of the ensemble feed + reflector have been calculated using an

in house developed code based on standard PO approximation

for the reflector radiation integral. The integration is performed

over the angular variable associated to the angle subtended by

the feed and the relative point on the reflector, , which varies

from 0 to the angle subtended by the reflector, . As it is, this

feed could be used for a reflector of achieving a

good overall aperture efficiency .
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Fig. 6. Reflection coefficient of the final design as a function of the normalized
frequency (� = 2:2, h = 14:5 mm, p = 13:8 mm, h = 4:75 mm,
f ). The reflection coefficient of the waveguide in free space is also
shown. For a better matching the waveguide can be filled by a low dielectric
constant material (� = 1:7).

Fig. 7. E and H-plane radiation patterns of the optimized structure of Fig. 6
and at the central frequency.

However, a closer look at this configuration reveals a draw-

back. The -plane is well behaved and if it would be possible

to maintain the pattern over all angles the overall aperture ef-

ficiency would be 90%. However the -plane presents a peak

of radiation associated to a third pole ( ) which translates

into spill over and therefore reduces the aperture efficiency. This

third pole can be cancelled by matching it with a zero of .

This can be obtained by enlarging the dimension of the wave-

guide aperture to about . This fine tuning implies a

different optimum .

A. Final Design

As a result of the considerations on the impedance of

Section III it is possible to also fine tune the distance between

the ground plane and the dielectric layers so that the external

admittance, , would be real. The calculated reflection

coefficient for the new enlarged EBG covered feed is shown in

Fig. 6 as a function of the normalized frequency. The case of

the waveguide in free space is shown for reference purposes.

Fig. 8. E and H-plane phase distribution at the reflector aperture of the opti-
mized structure of Fig. 6 and at the central frequency.

Fig. 9. Aperture efficiency as a function of the normalized frequency, for the
different dimensions of the square super-layers. The dimension indicated close
to the free space case refers to the dimension of the finite ground plane.

For a better matching of the EBG feed, the waveguide

characteristic admittance can be matched to the real part of the

external admittance by filling the waveguide with a low

dielectric constant material ( ), see Fig. 6.

The optimization of the matching has been performed simul-

taneously with the optimization of the radiation patterns: that

is reducing the distance to compensate for the shift of the

dominant location caused by the increase of . The

patterns are shown in Fig. 7 at the central frequency. Since the

third pole in the plane has been suppressed overall lower spill

over can be expected. The phase distribution at the reflector

aperture is shown in Fig. 8. It is instructive to observe that the

maximum variation of the phase is centered around the pointing

angle of the dominant leaky wave (in the present example this is

around 32 degrees). This phase variation property is a cause of

reduction of the aperture efficiency. However, for the present de-

sign based on low dielectric constants, the phase variation until

38 , which corresponds to the subtended angle of a reflector

with , is below 50 , thus it is not a major problem.

Overall the radiation pattern is well behaved in amplitude and

in phase.
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Fig. 10. (a) E and (b) H-plane amplitude distribution at the reflector aperture
at the central frequency for several dimensions of the dielectric slabs.

This feed reflector ensemble reaches an aperture efficiency

of . As shown in Fig. 9, with the curve marked

infinite, the high efficiency is obtained over a relatively large

BW since is maintained over a 10% BW.

B. Finiteness Effects

The present design procedure has been entirely based on the

use of the EBG GF whose spectrum is known analytically for

infinitely extended planar stratifications. However a realistic

structure will necessarily be realized with finite dimensions.

The attenuation constant of the leaky wave poles is directly

linked to the amount of power that travels parallel to the di-

electric slabs and eventually reaches their edges. In the present

design the dielectric stratifications were realized with low

dielectric constant materials which provides relatively large

attenuation constants of the leaky waves. Therefore the impact

of the diffraction from the edges of the slabs is relatively low.

In order to quantify this impact a parametric study has been

performed using the commercial code CST MSW [14]. Dif-

ferent slabs dimensions have been considered and the pertinent

patterns are shown in Fig. 10. The aperture efficiencies for

these same cases are also reported in Fig. 9. The efficiencies

of the finite structures are all lower (by at least 2%) than the

ones of the infinite structure mainly because the back radiation

is now considered. Note that the expected peak efficiencies

Fig. 11. Total efficiency as a function of the normalized frequency for a re-
flector diameter of (a) D = 159� and (b) D = 88� .

are 10% higher than they would be in absence of the EBG

super-structure. Finally with high quality dielectric materials

( ) the losses associated to the dielectric appeared

to be negligible in the simulations.

C. Impact of Blockage

The previous considerations on the finiteness would not be

complete without accounting for the impact of the blockage on

the total aperture efficiency. The final selection of the dielec-

tric dimension should be driven by the tradeoff between cleaner

pattern shapes and a smaller blockage. This latter is depen-

dent on the ratio between the areas of the main reflector and

of the feed weighted by the illumination law. To account for the

blockage effect the radiation integral is simply extended from

to . Assuming always reflectors characterized by the

same ratio, the actual blockage angle for a given feed di-

mension depends on the diameter . In Fig. 11(a) and (b) the

actual total efficiencies calculated as are reported

for two different reflector diameters: and

. In Fig. 11(a) all feed dimensions (assumed to be circular

with radius ) provide high efficiencies. In Fig. 11(b) the highest

efficiency is given by the smallest feed radius ( )

since for small reflectors the blockage impact is important.
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Fig. 12. Photo of the prototype.

V. PROTOTYPE DEMONSTRATOR

In order to validate the design methodology shown in

Section IV a prototype of the EBG enhanced feed has been

manufactured, Fig. 12. A standard WR90, X band, waveguide

(22.86 mm 10.16 mm) is connected to the radiating aperture

(30.7 mm 30.7 mm) via a section that was linearly flared

in both directions. The largest slab case (450 mm 450 mm

equivalent to ) was chosen for the prototype, since

the aim in this paper was to shape the pattern. If one was willing

to use this structure for a small reflector diameter, the smallest

feed dimension should be used (see Fig. 11). The frequency of

operation is centered around 10.64 GHz and spans over a 10%

BW. Commercially available dielectric slabs with ,

were separated one from the other and from the ground plane

by means of two further foam slabs. The foam was initially

thought of as having dielectric constant equal to the one of free

space. The reflection coefficient as a function of the frequency

has been measured and is shown in Fig. 13. Both the real and

the normalized frequency scales are shown in the abscissa

(below and above the graph). The two scales highlight that the

bandwidth where the realized antenna presents lower reflection

coefficient is shifted toward lower frequencies by about 10%

(the level is achieved in the 9 – 10 GHz band rather

than the 10 – 11 GHz band). This significant shift seems to be

mainly associated with the following manufacturing imperfec-

tions.

• The foam dielectric constant has been measured to be 1.07

rather than 1. This causes a 7% frequency shift in the loca-

tion of the leaky wave pole;

• The distance between the ground plane and the first EBG

layer has been found to be 15 mm rather than the design

value of 14.5 mm.

The patterns from the prototype have been measured over a

large frequency band showing that the frequency shift is not

only in the reflection coefficient but also in the radiated fields.

Fig. 14 shows the measured radiation patterns at the edges of

the BW (9.4 and 10.2 GHz). Despite the shift in frequency, the

patterns are very clean and resemble the designed ones. One

can observe the sharp drop off after 35 as expected. The cross

polarization levels, according to the third Ludwig definition, are

also reported and found to be relatively low.

Fig. 13. Measured reflection coefficient at the standard waveguide for the pro-
totype as a function both of the frequency and of the normalized frequency.

From the measured feed and patterns the efficiencies

have been obtained for a center-fed reflector of

and are shown in Fig. 15. It is apparent that the bandwidth with

aperture efficiency larger than 80% is shifted toward lower fre-

quencies just like the reflection coefficient matching bandwidth.

Despite the frequency shift the peak measured efficiency is only

2% lower than the peak predicted efficiency. Fig. 15 also shows

the efficiencies associated to calculated feed patterns predicted

from numerical simulations that include a value of for

the dielectric constant of the foam. These simulations show rea-

sonable resemblance with the measurements indicating, at least

partially, the repeatability of the hardware. The matching loss is

not included since the matching could be improved by filling the

waveguide with a dielectric of as shown in Fig. 6. For

completeness the blockage impact could be taken into account.

The total efficiency for a reflector with would be

2% lower than the aperture efficiency shown in Fig. 15.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The radiation patterns from standard feeds, e.g., horns, often

are as , where depends on the feed type and aper-

ture size. The aperture efficiency of reflector antennas centrally

fed by these patterns standard are, in practice in the 65%–80%

range. In this contribution, the aperture efficiencies of the stan-

dard feed+reflector systems are enhanced by accurately shaping

the patterns to the ideal , using EBG super layers. Ide-

ally the design presented here could show 87% peak aperture

efficiency. It should also be noted is that if the feed is used in a

cylindrical reflector system rather than a rotationally symmetric

one, 90% efficiency could have been theoretically predicted. In

order to provide hardware demonstration of the concept, a pro-

totype EBG based feed has been manufactured and measured.

The measured patterns, used as input for an analysis tool that

simulates a center fed reflector system, lead to an aperture ef-

ficiency larger than 80% over a 10% relative BW. A frequency

shift is observed in the measurements, with respect to the design.

Its origin has been traced back to manufacturing inaccuracies.

This paper presented results of general applicability without

targeting a specific application. However some considerations
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Fig. 14. Measured radiation patterns in the E-, H-, and D-planes at the edges
of the BW: (a) 9.4 GHz and (b) 10.2 GHz.

Fig. 15. Measured aperture efficiency as a function of the frequency.

on the applicability of the concept presented are in order. An

apparent problem of the proposed solution is that the large di-

mension of the dielectric slabs that will induce blockage. This

blockage has been considered in the final efficiency figures.

Since a competing horn feed could imply a smaller blockage,

the EBG feed would be attractive for applications that require

large reflectors ( ) in which the aperture efficiency

is a critical design parameter.

In other realistic scenarios there is a clear tendency to select

off set configurations rather than central fed ones. To tackle

these configurations the same procedure used in this article

could be applied starting from non symmetric feed patterns.

The major advantage of this design procedure is that the

waveguide aperture is very small. The extension to an array

configuration is then simple, which opens up the possibility of

multi beam system. Such systems have been recently developed

in the frame of the extension of the present work to a specific

satellite based, multibeam telecommunication application. The

preliminary results are anticipated in [15].

APPENDIX

The spectral dyadic Green’s function associated to the elec-

tric fields in radiated in the region of space above the

EBG dielectric stratifications by a magnetic current

can be expressed as follows:

(6)

where and are the voltage solutions of and

transmission line representing the stratification in the direction

with a unitary series voltage generators. is the

radial spectral variable that is introduced by the double change

of variable and leading to

.

The spectral dyadic Green’s function associated to the mag-

netic field in radiated by a magnetic current

can be expressed as follows:

(7)

where and are the current solutions of and

transmission line representing the stratification in the direction

with a unitary series voltage generators.
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